ALL PURCHASERS
PLEASE NOTE - All lots must be collected within 3 days of the sale. For goods left on
0.2
our premises - whether paid for or not - for more than 5 days after the date of the sale, Beeston Auction
House reserves the right to charge storage fees as outlined in our Buyers T's & C's. All items will be sold
under the Auctioneers Margin Scheme unless otherwise indicated. Please note that imperfections are not
indicated in this catalogue. The terms, 'bronze', 'silver' and 'gold' may refer to the grades in which medals,
badges etc., were awarded and not to their composition. Where we are unsure of age or authenticity the
word "style" has been used in the description. It is the customers responsibility to read descriptions
thoroughly and satisfy themselves before bidding. Items can not be removed from the premises until full
payment has been received.

1001 A modern design amethyst, topaz and citrine
set decorative bird pendant. On an 18" fine
Singapore style chain.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1009 2 trays of modern and vintage costume
jewellery. To include necklaces and natural
stone & glass bead bracelets.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1002 A 9ct gold riding crop and foxes head brooch.
Foxes head set with 2 small rubies for eyes.
Marked 9ct to reverse of pin. Total weight 3.7 g.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

1010 2 trays of modern costume jewellery necklaces
and earrings.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1003 A 28" jade beaded necklace, knotted between
each bead. Beads approx. 1cm diameter.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *
1004 A modern design circular pendant set with
multiple blue topaz, garnet, amethyst and citrine
stones. On a 16" fine box chain. Back of
pendant and fixings to chain marked 925.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1005 A 9ct gold brooch in the shape of a horse by
Tonie Taylor for Ivan Tarratt. Pin fixing to back
with full hallmarks, designer signature and Ivan
Tarratt mark. Total weight approx. 7.5g.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1006 A vintage decorative oval shaped brooch set
with a single round cut diamond. Tests as 9ct.
Pierced work and bead design to surround with
classic decoration to top. Central diamond
approx. .10ct, pin to back not gold. Total weight
approx 7g.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1007 A boxed Birdseye maple jewellery box by
Walwood. Cream velveteen lining with
ring/earring cushions and 2 compartments for
necklaces, bracelets etc. Complete with Key.
Approx. 25cm x 20cm x 6.5cm deep.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1008 A boxed red Birdseye maple jewellery box by
Walwood. Cream velveteen lining with
ring/earring cushions and 2 compartments for
necklaces, bracelets etc. Complete with Key.
Approx. 25cm x 20cmx 6.5 cm deep.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *

1011 5 pairs of silver and white metal earrings.
Comprising: 3 pairs of hoops, a pair of twisted
chain drops and a pair of rock crystal drops also
set with garnets. Being sold on behalf of Hillside
Animal Sanctury.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1012 An expanding bracelet with carved white metal
beads.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1013 3 modern white metal rings marked 925
together with a gold coloured ring also marked
925. All stone set. Of varying sizes.
Estimate: £50 - 60 *
1014 A collection of boxed and unboxed vintage and
modern costume jewellery. To include
necklaces and bracelets, some stone set.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1015 A small collection of vintage and modern
costume jewellery. To include necklace and
earring sets, rings, bracelets and earrings.
Some stone set.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1016 A faux leather jewellery box containing costume
jewellery. To include necklaces, bracelets and
rings. Some stone set, others with freshwater
pearls.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1017 A small collection of vintage and modern
necklaces and pendants. To include stone set
and glass bead.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1018 A small quantity of costume jewellery to include
clip on earrings and bracelets.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1019 A 14ct gold wedding band. Size U. Total weight
approx. 3.8g.
Estimate: £70 - 90 *
1020 A collection of vintage costume jewellery. To
include: brooches, pendants, necklaces and a
silver box chain.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1021 A small silver heart shaped locket set with a
small central diamond on a 22" curb chain.
Locket marked "925 DIA", chain fixings marked
925.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1022 A vintage 22ct gold wedding band. Size T. Total
weight approx. 7.1g.
Estimate: £200 - 220 *
1023 A pair of 9ct gold cufflinks with engine turned
decoration. Full hallmarks to back. Total weight
approx. 4.5g.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1024 A decorative horseshoe stick pin. Tests as 9ct.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1025 A vintage silver brooch in the shape of a riding
crop with Airedale terrier decoration. Marked
"silver" to back.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1026 A vintage silver and marcasite brooch in the
shape of a horses head with bridle. Horse's eye
set with a small garnet.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1027 5 items of fox related silver and white metal
jewellery. Comprising: A fox head and tail ring
size N½, a dress pin with sliding fox decoration,
2 x fox head lapel pins and a hunting horn
brooch with fox head decoration.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1028 2 silver chains together with a Elizabeth II 1977
crown set in a silver pendant mount.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1029 A vintage jewellery box containing a small
amount of costume jewellery and other items.
To include: a men's Acurist wristwatch, a tigers
eye, turquoise and agate bracelet, New Zealand
Paua shell brooch and a gold metal fob set with
amethyst coloured stone.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1031 A 9ct gold charm in the shape of a hedgehog,
complete with hanging bale. Total weight
approx. 5.3g.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1032 A 9ct gold solitaire dress ring set with round cut
central clear stone. Size K½. Total weight
approx. 2.2g.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1033 A 9ct gold rope chain with ingot style pendant.
Hallmarks to chain clasp, fixings and front of
ingot. Total weight approx. 6.8g.
Estimate: £70 - 90 *

1034 A silver gilt teardrop design pendant set with
pale orange and clear cubic zirconia stones. On
a duo colour silver twist design chain. Pendant
marked "925 CZ", chain clasps and fixings
marked 925 with scales and makers initials.
Total length including pendant approx. 19
inches.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1035 A marquise shape silver pendant with central
blue topaz stone and 10 small diamonds. On a
18" twisted curb chain.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1036 A multi graduating strand, silver gilt, fine curb
chain necklace. Marked 925 to clasp and
fixings. Longest strand approx. 23 inches.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1037 3 pairs of silver and white metal modern design
drop earrings.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1038 A modern design necklace with metal and foil
glass drop bead decoration. Marked 925 to
clasp and 925 with scales mark to fixings. Total
length approx. 18 inches.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1039 5 silver dress rings. Comprising: central round
cut cubic zirconia with a baguette cut cubic
zirconia either side, a band set with 3 round cut
clears stones, a slim design signet ring set with
onyx, a Celtic design band and a central round
cut clear stone surrounded by smaller round cut
clear stones. Sizes L½, M, M½ and Q½.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1040 2 Pandora style adjustable cable chains.
Together with a decorative stacking ring
marked "925 BEE" to inside band. Ring size O.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1030 A vintage 22ct gold wedding band. Size Q.
Total weight approx. 6.2g
Estimate: £180 - 200 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1041 A collection of vintage silver and white metal
charms together with a charm bracelet padlock.
Charms include: church with bride and groom
inside, ice skates, trumpet, peacock, hedgehog
and a fox.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1042 A 9ct gold charm bracelet with decorative
padlock, safety chain and 8 charms. Hallmark
to each bracelet link, padlock and all charms.
Charms comprise: donkey with moving head,
tankard, a well, a miniature mantle clock set
with small garnets, a ballerina, a guitar, a
railway lamp and faith, hope and charity (heart,
anchor and cross). Total weight approx 31g.
Estimate: £350 - 400 *
1043 A silver dolphin and green adventurine ball
pendant on an 18" silver figaro chain. Marked
925 to back of dolphin, lobster clasp and
fixings.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1044 A collection of 10 silver and white metal dress
and band rings. To include stone set. Sizes
range from I to P.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1045 A decorative clear and champagne coloured
stone set dress necklace. 7 round cut
champagne coloured stones each surrounded
by small round cut clear stones set in silver.
Suspended on a fine belcher chain with
extension. Clasp and rear of stone setting
marked 925.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1046 2 unusual carved rings in the shape of animals,
possibly bone. One in the shape of a frog, the
other a jellyfish.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *
1047 A pair of turquoise set Native American design
earrings by Carolyn pollark. Together with a pair
of large leaf design stud earrings marked 925
and a pair of decorative hoops marked '925
Italy Milor'.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1048 A 925 silver modern design square link bracelet
set with Baltic amber. Push clasp with safety
chain. Rear of clasp marked 925.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1049 A decorative circular pendant set with a blue
and clear cubic zirconia stones. On a 16" snail
style chain. Together with a triangular shaped
pendant set with central blue stone surrounded
by smaller clear stones. Both bales and chain
clasps/fixings marked 925.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1050 A collection 7 silver and white metal clear stone
set rings. To include 3 full eternity style and 2
half eternity style. Sizes J, J½, L and L½.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1051 A collection of 9 silver and white metal St.
Christopher and cross pendants.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1052 A small collection of modern jewellery.
Comprising: contemporary design cross on
black cord, a silver bean and freshwater pearl
necklace & earrings and 3 pairs of earrings.
Some items marked 925.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1053 9 pairs of silver and white metal earrings in
hoop, stud and drop styles. To include stone
set.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1054 An angel design pendant set with amethyst,
blue topaz and clear stones on a fine rope
chain. Together with a circle pendant set with
clear cubic zirconia stones on a fine curb chain.
Both pendant and fixings to chains marked 925.
Both chains approx 18 inches long.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1055 A 925 silver shimmering knot ring by Pandora.
Marked to inside of band "S925 Ale 56". Size
56 or O½.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1056 A decorative drop style pendant set with purple
and clear stones on an 18" silver box chain.
Together with a crystal heart pendant with clear
stone set bale on an 18" silver box chain.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1057 4 silver and white metal rings. Comprising: a
band with vertical line decoration, a band with
dangle padlock and key charm, a band with star
decoration and set with small round garnets
and a band with clear bezel set stone. Sizes O,
M, N and Q.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1058 A 925 silver snowflake pendant set with small
round cut diamonds on an 18" fine box chain.
Together with a silver cross pendant set with
clear cubic zirconia stones on an 18" snail
design chain. Pendant marked "925 N CZ",
chain marked "sterling" to clasp.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1059 A graduating strand silver rope chain necklace.
Marked 925 to claps and 925 with scales mark
to fixing. Length of longest stand approx 20
inches.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
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1060 2 pairs of silver earrings. A pair of clip on half
hoops marked 925 to inside of hoop and clip on
back, together with a modern design pair of
cone shaped long drops marked 925 to bottom
of earring.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1071 A men's Seiko 5, automatic, water resistant
watch in working order. Gold tone face and
white & silver number markers (0 for number 10
slightly offset), seconds hand, day and date
detail. Stainless steel strap.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1061 A large circular, modern design, deep burgundy
natural stone pendant with push claps fixing
bale. Inside of bale is marked '925 WA China'.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1072 25 ladies and men's wristwatches in varying
conditions. To include Sekonda and Reactor by
Kenneth Cole. Together with a boxed set of
watch, earrings and necklace by Swiss Tech.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1062 A contemporary design circular white metal
pendant on a 925 silver fine curb chain.
Together with a pair of blue foil glass, drop
earrings.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1063 A hematite and grey freshwater pearl necklace
with 925 clasps by The Genuine Gem
Company. Together with a carved and round
bead, blue goldstone necklace a/f.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1064 A silver diamond shaped filigree pendant with
dangle cross on a 20" fine curb chain. Chain
marked sterling. Together with a onyx set, silver
filigree oval drop pendant and a green agate set
silver pendant.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1065 A vintage 9ct rolled gold, hinged bangle with
half engraved decoration and safety chain.
Marked to inside of bangle 'B Ltd.50 Micron 9ct
RG. Pat No 2004732'.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1066 A 9ct gold curb chain bracelet with lobster clasp
and safety chain. '375' mark and hallmarks to
both clasp fixings. Total weight approx. 23g.
Estimate: £250 - 300 *
1067 A collection of 37 small round cut South
Columbian emerald's for jewellery making.
Inclusions visible in some stones.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1068 A new boxed Walwood watch box in a
geometric design and high gloss finish. Interior
is cream velveteen lined with 3 compartments
and watch cushions.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1069 2 vintage white metal watch chains. One with T
bar and lobster clasp the other with T bar.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1070 A vintage ladies 10k gold filled wristwatch by Le
Coultre, with expandable strap.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1073 A vintage silver 4 piece dressing table set,
hallmarked and with engine turned decoration.
Comprising: hand mirror, hairbrush, clothes
brush and comb ( some teeth missing). Empty
cartouche to mirror and both brushes.
Hallmarked Birmingham 1948/1949.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *
1074 2 silver plated and cut glass cruet sets in
stands. Together with a chrome tea tray, a
silver plate and glass coaster, pewter preserve
pot, a set of 4 glass weights and a miniature
brass tiffin box.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1075 3 white metal spoons made from Chinese
coins, marked to reverse "Silver" and with
Chinese signature. Approx. 17cm long.
Estimate: £60 - 70 *
1076 A small silver topped glass pot with Art
Nouveau style detail to lid. Edge of lid marked
"Sterling, L-V". Approx. 4.5cm tall x 5cm
diameter.
Estimate: £40 - 50 *

1077 A white metal salt and pepper cruet with cat and
dog head detail. Approx. 11cm tall.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *
1078 A pair of Bollinger Champagne buckets with
engraved details to sides. One side is engraved
with a quote from Napoleon Bonaparte, the
other from Lily Bollinger. Each approx. 26cm tall
x 44cm wide.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1079 An Art Deco style silver plated teapot with
wooden handle. Approx. 19cm tall x 23cm
wide.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1080 A large silver plated punch bowl with bunches
of grapes detailed to rim of outer bowl. Raised
on a pedestal foot. Approx. 27cm tall x 39cm
diameter.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1081 A white metal tear drop shaped pendant with
fish detail to each side. Approx. 5.5cm long,
approx. 10cm total length with chain and hook.
Estimate: £ - *

1090 A George III silver sugar sifter spoon with
pierced work to bowl. Hallmarked George
Knight, London 1818. Total weight approx. 33g.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

1082 7 silver teaspoons with a running fox to each
end of the handle. Together with 3 EPNS
teaspoons in the same design. Silver spoons
hallmarked 2 x London 1954, 3 x Birmingham
1967 and 2 x Birmingham 1972. Total silver
weight approx. 95g.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1091 A silver ink well with filled base, hallmarked
Birmingham 1912. Together with a silver bud
vase with fluted edge to top (a/f) hallmarked
Chester 1929. Total combined weight approx.
234g
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1083 12 silver teaspoons decorated with different
British wild animals and birds. To include: a
hare, pheasant, foxes, trout and dogs.
Hallmarked for S J Rose & son, Birmingham
1972 and 1973. Total silver weight approx.
157g.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1084 An antique silver clad photo frame. Hallmarked
Saunders & Mackenzie Birmingham 1919.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1085 An Art Deco silver presentation cup and stand.
Hallmarked Birmingham 1934. Cup reads
"Jubilee Challenge Cup Presented By J. And J.
Preston 1935. With engraved names to base.
Cup is loose from base. Total weight of cup
approx. 196g.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1086 A 3 footed silver salver with fluted edging by
Viner's. Hallmarked Sheffield 1961. Scroll
decoration to feet. Approx. 20cm diameter.
Total weight approx. 309g.
Estimate: £70 - 90 *

1087 An antique silver milk jug together with a 2
handled sugar bowl. Milk jug hallmarked
London 1915, sugar bowl hallmarked Chester
1916. Total combined weight approx. 357g.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *
1088 A silver Art Deco style toast rack by Asprey &
Co, London. Together with a child's christening
cup with initials and inscription to front,
hallmarked Birmingham 1929, and a silver
teaspoon with fox engraving to handle,
hallmarked Sheffield 1945. Total combined
weight approx. 188g.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1089 A 3 footed silver cream jug with scroll
decoration handle. Hallmarked Sheffield 1971.
Total weight approx. 232g.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

1092 A silver presentation cup with inscription to front
"The Clements Cup. P'Boro British Legion".
Winners names to back. Hallmarked Charles
Boyton & Son, London 1919. Total weight
approx. 235g.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1093 A Mappin and Webb silver sugar sifter with
bead decoration to top edge and finial to top.
Hallmarked Birmingham 1929. Total weight
approx. 148g.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1094 An antique silver teapot with classic decoration
to both body and lid. Hallmarked Birmingham
1893. Total weight approx. 416g.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *

1095 A large quantity of assorted vintage cutlery to
include A1 plate and Mappin & Webb.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1096 A box of assorted silver plated items to include
teapot and matching sugar bowl. And a quantity
of winners cups.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1097 A quantity of silver plated cutlery to include A1
plate and Mappin & Webb.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1098 A quantity of silver and silver plated cutlery. To
include: silver handled cake slice, sugar tongs
(one marked Venetian Silver), a set of fish
knives and forks and a silver mustard spoon.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1099 An Art Deco silver cigarette case with engine
turned decoration and empty cartouche.
Hallmarked Birmingham, 1930. Makers mark
for S. J. Rose & Son. Total weight approx.
117.6g.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1100 A claw and ball, 3 footed silver salver with
inscription. Hallmarked Birmingham, 1965.
Inscription reads "Brighton & Hove Stadium
Presented to Reg Birch in appreciation of 31
years service 1967". Total weight approx.
491g.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *
1101 A collection of British antique and vintage coins.
To include: Victorian pennies, George V silver
half crown, one shilling and sixpence.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1102 A vintage Parker Geo S fountain pen with 14k
gold nib. In olive green marbled effect case and
with screw top lid. Approx. 11.5cm long.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1103 A Victorian metal travelling trunk with carry
handles and brass latch/lock fixings. Approx.
70cm x 46cm x 39cm.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *

1104 A vintage Aga aluminium stove top kettle
together with a vintage gas stove copper kettle.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1105 2 vintage thin copper plaques with oriental
dragon design in relief. Each plaque approx.
37cm tall.
Estimate: £25 - 35 *
1106 A vintage oval tin bath by Regina, with carry
handles. Approx. 70cm wide.
Estimate: £25 - 35 *

1107 A vintage set of metal Steelyard weighing
scales complete with weighing hooks.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1108 A large vintage 6pt Kenrick glue pot, with
removable liner.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *

1109 2 vintage 1pt glue pots by Kenrick, with
removable liners.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1110 A hollow bronze figurine of a roaring tiger.
Approx. 16cm tall x 31cm long.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

1111 A novelty brass vesta case in the shape of a
pig. Approx. 7cm long.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1112 A cold painted, lidded trinket pot in the shape of
a Boxer dog head. Approx. 8.5cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *

1113 A bronze figurine of a nude woman sat on a
stool, mounted on a circular marble plinth.
Signature and foundry mark to base. Approx.
36cm tall.
Estimate: £100 - 150 *
1114 A vintage painted, heavy cast iron figurine of a
French Bulldog. Approx. 23cm tall.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *
1115 3 painted cast iron wall hanging plaques.
Porsche, Underground and Harley-Davidson.
Largest approx. 24cm tall.
Estimate: £40 - 50 *

1116 After Bergmann, a cold painted figurine of a
nude woman and a panther stood on a floral
carpet. Marks to base. Approx. 16.5cm tall x
16cm long.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *
1117 A large Art Deco style bronze figurine mounted
on circular marble plinth. Signature and foundry
marks to base. Approx. 64cm tall.
Estimate: £100 - 150 *
1118 A brass walking cane handle in the shape of a
Chinese dragon head. Approx. 10cm tall x
12cm wide.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *

1119 An Edwardian oil lamp with cast iron decorative
base and cranberry coloured glass bowl.
Complete with chimney and etched clear glass
ball shaped shade. Approx. 57cm tall.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *
1120 A modern painted cast metal weather vane with
Land Rover detail. Complete with fixing plate.
Approx. 60cm tall.
Estimate: £25 - 35 *
1121 A painted cast iron, wall hanging garden bell
with tractor detail. Approx. 38cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 25 *
1122 A painted cast iron, wall hanging garden bell
with Collie dog detail. Approx. 37cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 2512 *
1123 A painted cast iron Ford Mustang wall hanging
plaque. In black, red and white colours. Approx.
25cm tall x 24.5cm wide.
Estimate: £15 - 25 *
1124 A modern, painted Tottenham Hotspur, circular
shaped, wall hanging plaque. Approx. 24cm
diameter.
Estimate: £15 - 25 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1125 5 Art Deco style cast iron door plaques.
Comprising: Men, Office, Toilet, Ladies and
Private. In black and silver. Largest approx.
16.5cm long.
Estimate: £15 - 25 *
1126 A painted cast iron money box of a skeleton
cutter, with moving parts. Approx. 22cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1127 A heavy cast iron kettle with curved handle and
spout. Approx. 26cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1128 4 oval shaped cast iron wall signs, painted
black and white. Approx. 9cm x 17cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1129 2 cast iron wall hanging coat hooks. A circular
shaped plaque with horse head motif and 2
hanging hooks, together with a 4 hooked rail
with 3 race horses and jockeys. Approx. 28cm
diameter and 40.5cm long.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1130 2 painted cast iron wall hanging "Welcome"
signs with cockerel detail. A bell together with a
suspended sign below a cockerel. Largest
approx. 45cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1131 A cast iron sitting Michelin Man figurine on
pedestal stand. Painted white, yellow and black.
Approx. 28cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1132 A modern painted cast metal weather vane with
cockerel detail. Complete with fixing plate.
Approx. 75cm tall.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1133 A collection of vintage & modern enamelware.
To include a variety of containers including a
jug, colander and 3 churns with wooden
handles.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1134 A vintage set of Avery large kitchen scales,
hand-painted with flowers in barge style.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1135 A collection of silver plated and metal items to
include ice bucket, cake stand, goblets & egg
cups.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1137 A vintage freestanding brass gong, mounted on
wooden plinth, with beater. Approx. 29cm tall x
31cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1138 A vintage brass weighted door stop in the
shape of a fox head. Approx. 45cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1139 A collection of vintage horse brasses mounted
on leather straps.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1140 3 vintage copper hunting horns with brass
banding. Largest approx. 78cm long.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1141 3 heavy brass figurines of foxes together with a
dog. Largest approx. 12.5cm tall x 23cm long.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1142 6 pairs of Victorian brass candlesticks with
pushers. Tallest pair approx. 23cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1143 A vintage copper samovar with brass tap and
handles. Approx. 37cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1144 2 vintage copper warming pans with hammered
detail to lids and wooden handles. Longest
approx. 110cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1145 3 small Victorian copper saucepans (one
lidded) together with a funnel. Largest pan
approx. 15.5cm diameter.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1146 2 vintage copper kettles, one dented. Largest
approx. 27cm tall x 24cm diameter.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1147 2 vintage copper kettles. Largest approx. 27cm
tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1148 2 large round, 2 handled, shallow copper pans.
Largest approx. 42.5cm diameter.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1149 A collection of vintage brassware items. To
include: letter rack, miniature candlesticks, bells
and bottle opener.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1136 A collection of 8 vintage brass wall hanging
hooks in the shape of horses heads. Each
approx, 16cm long.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1150 A collection of assorted metal ware items. To
include Pewter tankard with fox handle, a set of
10 tea spoons with rabbit finials and several
pewter animal figurines.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1160 Three items of brassware. Comprising a square
planter with embossed floral pattern, a set of
bellows and a toasting fork with squirrel detail
on handle. Planter approx. 27cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1151 2 metal door stops together with a wooden
handled bell.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1161 A collection of 4 Chinese medals together with
2 badges.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

1152 A set of decorative copper & brass butchers'
scales together with 2 copper kettles.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1162 3 WWII style Nazi Party, circular shaped pin
back badges. Largest approx. 2.5cm diameter.
Estimate: £40 - 50 *

1153 A collection of silver-plated and metal items. To
include: a mirrored jewellery box; knife rests,
candlesticks and a large oval serving tray.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1163 A reproduction Nazi Party, German National
Railway, 3 drawer telescope. Approx. 15cm
long in closed position.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *

1154 A silver-plated oval gallery tray on four paw feet.
Engraved with a Rolls Royce Silver Shadow,
reg. no. KOO 2, in front of a country house.
Approx. 46cm x 31cm.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

1164 A vintage military khaki pith helmet with leather
interior & strap and cap badge to front.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

1155 A heavy bronzed metal figurine of lovers, dated
2005 to reverse. Approx. 16cm tall x 33cm
long.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1156 A box of assorted metal ware items. To include:
heavy brass Oriental style vases, silver plated
cruet set with blue glass liners and miniature
enamelled teapots.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1157 A heavy bronze wall hanging plaque, marked L
Fragola, Vienna, 1892. Depicting a classical
scene with Dianna the Huntress. Approx.
25.5cm x 31cm.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1158 A collection of 16 vintage white metal items. To
include: a set of 6 place name swans; a small
picture frame; sugar tongs & sifter; 4 brooches;
a buckle and a small bell. Together with a
ceramic pill box with cloisonné style decoration.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1159 A vintage silver plated tea service. Comprising
a large oval two-handled tray with a copper
etched floral pattern and claw & ball feet.
Together with silver plated tea & hot water pots,
sugar bowl and milk jug. Tray approx. W40 x
D36cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1165 A framed and glazed engraving of a Chocolate
seller and a soldier. Picture produced by
Philibert Debucourt after Carle Vernet c
1815-1820. Frame size approx. 48.5cm x
38.5cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1166 A WW1 Cambridgeshire regiment cap badge,
letter e missing from middle of name. Approx.
5cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1167 A collection of mostly military battlefield finds.
Comprising: WW11 German belt buckle, The
Buffs - East Kent regiment cap badge, livery
button, Royal Engineers tunic button and a Red
Cross uniform button. From the private
collection of a local battlefield historian and
aviator.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1168 A first edition of "The Birth Of The Royal Air
Force" by J.A. Chamier. Published by Sir Isaac
Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 1943. With black and white
illustrations throughout. From the private
collection of a local battlefield historian and
aviator.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1169 3 brass aviation plaques depicting vintage
aircraft. 2 x Avro 1914 and 1 x Lindburgh 1927.
2 plaques have painted detail to front and
aircraft information to rear. From the private
collection of a local battlefield historian and
aviator.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1170 A 1899 copy of "At Aboukir And Acre, A Story of
Napoleon's Invasion Of Egypt" by G. A. Henty.
With black and white illustrations throughout.
From the private collection of a local battlefield
historian and aviator.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1171 Two Military books both signed by authors.
Forgotten Heroes, Six True Stories by Michael
Bentinck and Castles In The Air, The Story of
the B-17 Flying Fortress crews of the US 8th Air
Force by Martin W. Bowman. From the private
collection of local Aviator, WWI & WWII
historian and battlefield tour guide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1172 A WWI trench art lighter with initials GP to lid
and 1919 engraved to case. Approx. 6.5cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1173 A brass WWI "On War Service" 1915 lapel
button badge together with a vintage brass
LNER button. Badge by D.C. Collins Newcastle
and is numbered 99488.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1174 A WWII era propaganda/support cardboard
sign. Hand dated 1941. Sign reads " Please
Understand There Is No One Depressed In
This House And We Are Not Interested In
Possibilities Of Defeat, They Do Not Exist"
Queen Victoria, The Makers of "Enamel -It"
Entirely Agree. Sign approx. 30.5cm x 39.5cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1179 A bronze based figural, swinging pendulum
mystery clock. In the form of an Art Nouveau
style woman, mounted on a wooden circular
plinth. Total height approx. 33.5cm tall.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *
1180 A vintage wall hanging Aneroid barometer, with
carved detail and integral thermometer. Glass
casing to thermometer is loose. Approx. 86cm
long.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1181 A vintage German cuckoo clock, complete with
chain, weight and pendulum. Case approx.
24cm tall x 18cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1182 A vintage slate and marble mantle clock with
enamelled dial and roman numeral markers.
Complete with key and pendulum. Approx.
30cm tall x 24cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1183 A green marble cased "Elliott" clock, marked
Bull, Bedford. Art Deco shape with roman
numeral markers. Approx. 15.5cm tall x 13.5cm
wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1184 An antique mahogany framed wall hanging
barometer. Glass to thermometer is damaged.
Approx. 103cm tall.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1175 A WW1 hardback, limited edition print (1000
copies) of "Flying Colours". For the "Aeroplane"
& General Publishing Co. Ltd of original
watercolours by Capt. RHMS Saundby, MC
(RFC). Depicting aeroplanes and other WW1
scenes from 1916-17.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1185 An antique slate mantle clock with pendulum by
Ansonia Clock Co, New York. Brass column
and engraved floral detail to front. Brass face
with black roman numeral hour markers. Small
repair to top. Back slate at rear needs attention.
Total height approx. 34cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1176 A miniature decorative gilt bronze carriage
clock complete with key. In working order.
Approx. 8cm tall.
Estimate: £120 - 150 *

1186 A modern pine cased grandfather clock with
quartz movement. Clock face has glass fronted
door and is surrounded with column detail and
scroll shaped top with finial. Body has cupboard
door with 3 interior shelves. Approx. 230cm tall.
Estimate: £50 - 80 *

1177 An Omega design glass ball watch bound in
brass with roman numeral markers. Approx.
6cm diameter.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1178 A Skeleton mantle clock. Brass workings with
enamelled face and wooden plinth. Complete
with pendulum and key. Approx. 37cm tall.
Estimate: £100 - 150 *

1187 A large ceramic vase, in the style of Moorcroft,
of bulbous form with red/orange flower detail.
Approx. 30cm tall x 32cm diameter.
Estimate: £100 - 150 *

1188 A large oval ceramic plaque with floral and
insect decoration. Marked "5 1949 17" to
reverse. Approx. 35cm x 26cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1189 A vintage Copeland Spode, blue and white
"Mandarin" pattern meat platter. Transfer
printed with scallop edge decoration. Approx.
43cm x 33cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1200 3 small Beswick dog figurines. Sheepdog #
1854, Jack Russell Terrier #2109 and
Foxhound #2262, second version with thin legs
and tail. All in gloss finish.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1190 3 blue and white willow pattern meat plates and
a serving bowl. Together with a vintage glass
cake stand and a crystal fruit bowl.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1201 2 Beswick horse figurines, in gloss finish with
circular backstamps. One in brown colourway
(one leg a/f), the other chestnut with yellow
hooves (crazing to glaze).
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1191 A collection of vintage mixed blue & white
ceramics. To include: dishes, jugs, cups, plates,
saucers & a large ladle. Some pieces a/f.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1192 A collection of vintage mixed ceramics to
include Aynsley and Limoges. Some pieces a/f.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1193 A vintage Wedgwood part dinner service in a
floral pattern. To include 2 tureens; dinner
plates and side plates. Some pieces a/f.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1194 A Susie Cooper part tea service in "Wedding
Ring" pattern. In two colourways. Comprising 31
pieces to include plates. 1 large jug; 1 small jug;
1 teacup & 7 saucers; 1 coffee cup & 2 saucers
and a sugar bowl. Some pieces with slight chip.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1195 2 Beswick ceramic foxes in gloss finish. Fox
curled #1017 with circular backstamp together
with fox seated #1748 with oval backstamp.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1196 A Beswick ceramic Bois Roussel racehorse
figurine in dapple grey. #701 in gloss finish and
with circular backstamp. Second version with
the end of the tail attached to leg.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1197 2 Beswick foal figurines in dapple grey
colourway. #915 foal lying, together with #947
foal head down (fleabite to front hoof) both in
gloss finish.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1202 A Beswick ceramic horse, swish tail, figurine #
1182, first version with higher tail. In brown,
gloss finish, discontinued in 1982.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1203 A collection of 12 small ceramic horse figurines.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1204 4 pieces of navy and pale blue Wedgwood
Jasperware ceramics. Comprising: trefoil pin
dish and Christmas 1971 mug in pale blue,
Silver Jubilee circular pin dish and early 3
handled mug in navy blue.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1205 A box of assorted vintage and Victorian ceramic
miniature teapots and jugs. To include: Crown
Derby "Derby Posies", Indian Tree, Mintons and
lustre owl shaped Chinese teapot.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1206 4 pieces of vintage blue and white Oriental
ceramics.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1207 A small collection of mostly blue & white
ceramics. Comprising: 3 pieces of Copeland
Spode "Italian" pattern, Beswick Vase #1651
with hand painted detail, Carlton Ware vase,
Mason Vase, Delft style pin tray and 2
Copeland Spode "Indian Tree" pin dishes.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1208 3 large stoneware items. A lidded Flour jar
together with 2 jugs. Largest approx. 35cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1198 3 Beswick foal figurines in brown colourway. #
915 foal lying, #947 foal head down (a/f) and #
1084, all in gloss finish.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1209 A box of assorted misc. ceramics. To include:
Staffordshire figurines, studio pottery, Denby
tankard, Sylvac fox and lidded soap dishes.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1199 2 Beswick ceramic animal figurines. #947 foal
head down in brown gloss with oval backstamp
together with an owl #2026.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1210 A quantity of assorted ceramics. To include:
Danbury Mint plates from "The Farming Year"
range with CoA's, Crown Derby "Derby Posies",
Masons, Crown Devon and Wade.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1211 A quantity of assorted vintage and antique
ceramics. To include: Commemorative mugs,
Chinese Cherry Blossom vases, Limoges bowl
and Mintons 3 footed jardinière.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1212 A collection of 5 large modern & vintage vases
in cream and pastel tones. To include Poole.
Tallest approx. 31cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1213 A collection of Royal Worcester Palissy "Game
Series" tea and dinner ware. To include 6
double handles soup bowls and saucers.
Together with a part tea set decorated with
pheasants by Duchess.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1214 A large Pratt ware ceramic plaque "The Last In"
by W Mutready. R.A. Depicting a school master
and pupils. Approx. 29cm diameter.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *

1215 A Royal Doulton Master of Foxhounds limited
edition presentation jug. Circa 1930. With
cockerel head spout and walking cane handle.
Body formed with a relief scene of hounds on
the chase. Number 409 of 500 and complete
with original certificate. Beak a/f. Approx. 33cm
tall.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1216 A set of 6 Coalport, first quality, dinner plates in
discontinued pattern "Ming Rose". Approx.
27cm diameter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1217 3 large ceramic items. A cheese dish of The
Bell Inn, Stilton, Cambridgeshire. Together with
a Ltd edition 1978 Wade, 3 handled cider mug
and a lidded dish in the shape of a cat. Cheese
dish approx. 24cm tall x 30cm diameter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1218 A set of 6 Royal Albert "Gossamer" harlequin
cups and saucers.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1219 6 pieces of Wedgwood Jasper ware ceramics.
Comprising: 3 plates, 2 small vases and an
early lidded jug.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1220 6 pieces of blue and white Spode ceramics.
Comprising: large salt and pepper pot, flan dish
and 2 soufflé/casserole dishes in "Italian"
pattern together with lidded spice jar in "Tower"
pattern.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1221 A box of assorted vintage and modern ceramic
items. To include: Masons Blue Mandalay vase,
West German jug, Noritake 2 handled vase and
a Compton and Woodhouse Tutankhamun
lidded urn.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1222 A box of assorted gilded ceramics. To include:
Czechoslovakian porcelain tea set, Bavarian
porcelain plates and Limoges cruet.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1223 A box of assorted ceramics. To include:
Beswick plate, Wade water jug, Crested ware
china, Aynsley, Holkham and Wedgwood.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1224 A collection of vintage and Victorian ceramics.
To include: a quantity of Willow pattern plates, a
blue and white lidded tureen, Royal Doulton Old
Moreton jug, a tea set with caduceus mark to
underside and Queen Victoria Golden Jubilee
commemorative plate.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1225 A Soko China, hand painted charger depicting
the M.V. Archangelos Gabriel. Commemorating
the completion in January 1960 at Hitachi
Shipbuilding & Engineering Co Ltd, Osaka,
Japan. Approx. 32cm diameter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1226 A collection of 6 vintage ceramic toby jugs
together with a Danbury Mint "Waterloo"
tankard. Toby jugs to include: Tony Wood, Roy
Kirkham Pottery and Lancaster Sandland.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1227 A box of assorted vintage and modern Royal
Commemorative ceramic items. To include: T
Goode & Co, Meakin, Royal Worcester, Aynsley
and Shelley.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1228 A collection of assorted ceramic tankards and
steins. To include: Bavarian porcelain, Delft,
Denby Stoneware with greyhound shaped
handle, Lancaster Sandland Character Ware
and one with a Lithophane base.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1229 A late 19th century George Jones tazza
decorated in Azalea pattern. With gilt rim and
hand painted detail. Approx. 12cm tall x 23cm
diameter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1230 A small collection of ceramics. To include an
oriental ginger jar, oriental design 2 handled jar
and an Art Deco Grindley Hotel ware Co Ltd pin
dish.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1231 A large Doulton Lambeth harvest style jug.
Slight chip to rim. Approx. 23cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1232 A hand painted Art Deco pattern Phoenix China
tea set. Comprising: 4 cups & saucers;
sandwich plate & 4 tea plates; milk jug & sugar
bowl.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1233 A vintage Paragon tea set in "Country Lane"
pattern. Comprising 6 cups & saucers;
sandwich plate & 6 tea plates; sugar bowl and
milk jug.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1234 A Royal Kent "Trentside" tea set for 4 people.
Comprising: teapot, sugar bowl, milk jug,
sandwich plate & 4 tea plates and 4 cups &
saucers.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1235 A collection of ceramic cats in a variety of sizes.
Including 5 Moorside Siamese (some a/f),
Goebel and Atelier Scarlett.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1236 A Cinque Ports vintage coffee set. Comprising:
coffee pot, milk jug, sugar bowl and 5 cups &
saucers. Together with a quantity of vintage tea
ware to include part tea set by Allertons in
"Versailles" pattern.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1237 A collection of vintage Shelley tea ware. To
include 2 part tea sets; one floral set of 3
teacups, 4 coffee cups, 7 saucers, sandwich
plate & 4 side plates; the other in white & gold
of 6 teacups & saucers and 6 tea plates, some
pieces a/f.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1238 A Shelley, Late Foley "Surrey Scenery" ceramic
planter. Approx 18cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1239 A box of collectors and advertising mugs. To
include: Hummel, Oxo, Cadburys, TV
characters and commemorative ware.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1240 A collection of vintage ceramics. To include
Royal Doulton, Alfred Meakin, Copeland Spode,
Maling and Wedgwood.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1241 A collection of 9 teacups and saucers and
coffee cans and saucers. Together with 3
teapots. To include Royal Copenhagen, Alfred
Meakin, Royal Albert and Paragon.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1242 A collection of small vintage ceramics. To
include: Wade Irish Porcelain preserve pot and
cauldron, Midwinter miniature plates and Royal
Doulton and Royal Albert "Old country Roses"
Some pieces a/f.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1243 A box of vintage Carnival style lustre glass in
orange colourway. To include bowls, jug and a
pair of dishes.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1244 A heavy Bristol blue glass claret decanter in the
shape of a parrot. Approx. 25cm tall.
Estimate: £120 - 150 *
1245 A clear and amber glass fan shaped perfume
bottle. With screw lid and dauber. Approx.
13cm tall.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1246 A box of assorted clear and coloured vintage
and antique glass ware items. To include:
etched Victorian decanter, Edinburgh Crystal
stemmed glass, small cranberry glass carafe,
Victorian celery vase and a pair of decanters.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1247 3 glass fox paperweights to include signed
Langham Glass fox.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1248 A mixed lot of glass items. Comprising: a 1998
World Cup wine bottle, 2 tall glass vases &
contents, an iridescent glass dish and a vintage
Morgan's Norwich bottle. Tallest vase approx.
45cm.
Estimate: £10 - 10 *

1249 A collection of 7 interior glass bricks. Approx.
20cm sq.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1250 A collection of assorted glassware items. To
include a pair of decorative candlesticks; 2
decanters with stoppers and a Cranberry wine
carafe.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1251 A large collection of vintage coloured glass
items. To include: vases, decorative brandy
glasses, ornamental bells and lidded trinket
pots.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1252 A Lalique clear and frosted glass figurine of a
nude dancer #11908. Signed to rim of base.
Approx. 23.5cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1253 A quantity of assorted glassware to include a
heavily cut crystal decanter. Together with pairs
of champagne flutes, a set of 6 vintage liqueur
glasses and a set of tumblers with black and gilt
detail.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1254 A collection of 3 boxed and 2 unboxed lead
crystal ship figurines. Made to commemorate
the launching of ships for the Diamlemos
Shipping Corporation, Greece and built by
Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding Group,
Shanghai. All Approx. 18cm long.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1255 A Chinese white metal figure of a Buddha
standing on a plinth. Approx. 31cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1256 A fire bronze censer with foo dog design
handles. Signed to underside. Approx. 9.5cm
diameter.
Estimate: £150 - 200 *
1257 An Oriental square shaped, carved soapstone
seal with foo dog detail. Approx. 6cm tall.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *
1258 An Oriental carved soapstone seal with dragon
and fish detail. Approx. 6.5cm tall x 8cm wide.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1259 A Chinese porcelain water dropper, in the
shape of a fish, with yellow glaze. Approx. 7cm
tall.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

1260 2 small Chinese bronze stemmed goblets with
dragon design to outer bowl. Signed to
underside. Approx. 6.5cm tall.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1261 A small Chinese bronze censer raised on tripod
feet with loop handles. Approx. 4.5cm tall x
8cm diameter.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1262 A small Chinese bronze figure of a crab, signed
to underside. Approx. 3.5cm tall x 5.5cm wide.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1263 A small Chinese bronze figure of a tortoise,
signed to underside. Approx. 1.5cm tall x 6cm
long.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1264 A set of unusual Tibetan belt rattles. 16 heavy
metal bells mounted on a leather belt. Bells
approx. 5.5cm diameter.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *

1265 A carved Chinese seal with mountainous scene
carved to front. Approx. 9.5cm tall.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1266 A carved olive jade roundel. Approx. 5.5cm x
5.25cm.
Estimate: £40 - 50 *
1267 A clay ink stone with carved peach tree detail.
Approx. 2cm tall x 12cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1268 A heavy white metal square based seal with
Foo dog detail. Approx. 7.5cm tall x 7.75cm
wide.
Estimate: £40 - 50 *
1269 A small bronze figurine of an Oriental deity.
Approx. 8cm tall.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *

1270 A pair of hollow bronze figures of foo dogs.
Each approx. 13.5cm tall x 16cm long.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1271 A tall green glazed ceramic Chinese vase with
decorative handles. Signed to underside.
Approx. 39.5cm tall.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

1272 3 Tibetan dsi beads, one with engraved detail.
Largest approx. 6cm long.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1273 A double gourd shaped vase with green and
purple drip style glaze, in the style of the Song
Dynasty. Approx. 25cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1274 2 small carved spherical shaped figures of
Buddha's, possibly from nuts. Each approx.
3cm diameter.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *

1275 A white glaze Chinese porcelain pot with
calligraphy detail. Impressed signature mark to
underside. Approx. 11cm tall x 15.5cm wide.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1276 A brass paperweight of a 4 faced Buddha,
signed to underside. Approx. 15cm tall x 13cm
diameter.
Estimate: £40 - 50 *
1277 An unusual Chinese porcelain incense burner
raised upon a figure riding a dragon. With
Majolica style glaze. Approx. 36cm tall.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1278 A pair of framed and glazed Oriental
embroidered silk panels with floral design.
Frame size approx. 52.5cm x 33cm.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1279 A bronze figurine of a Chinese Dragon fish.
Approx. 15.5cm tall x 33cm long.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *
1280 A small wooden framed Chinese Dreamstone
screen. Top section slots in and pulls out.
Approx. 23cm tall x 24.5cm wide.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

1281 A blue and white Chinese porcelain ink stone
with ring mark to underside. Of bulbous form,
with hand painted detail. Approx. 9.5cm tall x
15cm diameter.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1282 A Chinese porcelain pot in the shape of 2
ducks, with yellow glaze. Signature mark to
underside. Approx. 8cm tall x 13.5cm long.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1283 A small Chinese porcelain tea jar with painted
detail of goldfish and peaches. Approx. 9cm
tall.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *

1284 A large ceramic blue and white Oriental seat
with floral detail and pierced work panels.
Approx. 46cm tall.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1285 A large Cloisonné vase with blue ground and
cherry blossom design. Approx. 24cm tall x
15cm diameter.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1286 A Japanese black ceramic lamp base with gilt
decoration. Mounted on a circular wooden base
and with brass light fitting. Total height approx.
44cm tall.
Estimate: £120 - 150 *

1287 A pair of large floor standing, blue and white
ceramic, lidded temple jars. With hand painted
dragon detail and foo dog finials. Approx. 76cm
tall.
Estimate: £250 - 300 *
1288 A pair of signed Chinese pictures, on paper,
portraying Deities. Approx. 28cm x 21cm.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1289 A painted wooden figurine of an Oriental deity.
Approx. 55cm tall.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *

1290 A pair of wooden framed Chinese ceramic
plaques depicting Oriental mountainous
scenes. In blue and white, with hand painted
detail. Approx. 36.5cm x 28.5cm.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *
1291 A Chinese carved hardwood Inro; stacking
snuff/spice box. With dragonfly detail to each
side and carved fruit/nut shaped pendant. Box
approx. 6cm x 5.5cm when closed.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1292 A small bronze 3 footed censer, with gold
splatted detail, on a stand. Censer signed to
underside. Approx. 4.75cm tall (on stand) x
6cm diameter.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1293 2 Cloisonné items on wooden stands together
with an Eastern style hand painted wooden
bowl. Cloisonné pieces comprise; lidded temple
jar of bulbous form, in blue tones together with
a gold and brown vase, both on carved wooden
stands. Tallest approx. 15.5cm tall with stand.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1294 12 pieces of oriental carved soapstone to
include oriental figurines and brush pot vases.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1295 6 pieces of oriental carved soapstone to include
a dish carved with a pagoda and oriental
blossoms.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1296 A lacquered Japanese Inro and netsuke.
Together with and erotic netsuke of a oriental
lady bathing. The Inro has carved detail to front
of a oriental figure with carved oriental dragon
to attached netsuke. Both are signed. Erotic
netsuke approx 4.5cm tall.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1297 2 ceramic snuff bottles. One depicting a scene
with classical figures with jade stopper, the
other blue and white with oriental script to front
and back. Tallest approx. 6cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1298 A Japanese dark wood erotic netsuke of an
oriental gentleman. Together with a Japanese
dark wood netsuke of a lion dog. Both signed.
Tallest approx. 6.5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

1299 2 carved dark wood Japanese netsukes. A
carved sitting cat, signed. Together with a
skeleton holding a fan. Tallest approx. 5.5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1300 2 carved dark wood Japanese netsukes. A
mermaid together with a frog sitting inside a
waterlily flower on top of another frog. Both
signed. Tallest approx. 5.5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1301 2 carved dark wood Japanese netsukes. A rat
holding a bowl and an oriental warrior with
sword. Both signed. Tallest approx. 5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1302 A highly carved Japanese Inro depicting oriental
figures with attached button netsuke. Together
with a carved dark wood Japanese nesting bird.
Both signed. Netsuke approx. 3.5cm tall.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *
1303 2 carved dark wood Japanese netsukes. A
snake together with a shark, both signed.
Tallest approx. 4.5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

1304 2 carved Japanese dark wood netsukes, both
signed. An octopus inside a shell together with
an owl sitting on a branch. Tallest approx.
3.5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1305 2 carved dark wood Japanese netsukes, both
signed. A dog holding an oyster shell, together
with a pig. Tallest approx. 4cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1306 2 boxes of antique and vintage books. To
include: Tales Of English Life by Mary Howitt
1881, The Girl's Budget Books, Arabian Nights,
The Wonder Book of the Navy and Hallam's
Constitutional History Of England with Aske's
Hatcham School emblem to front a/f.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1307 2 antique leather bound bibles, one containing a
quantity of full sized plates.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1308 A collection of books relating to vintage film
stars together with some vintage children's
annuals. Books to include: Meet the Film Stars
1934-5, 1960 Picture Show Annual, Film
Review 1953-4 and several copies of Hollywood
Album.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1309 A collection of vintage Scandinavian franked
envelopes and postcards. Dating from the
1920s onwards.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1310 A Concorde in flight pack for 2 people, London
to Salzburg September 20th 1988. Pack
contains: 2 blank flight certificates signed by the
Captain, 2 x QE2, Concorde and Red Arrows
postcards, Concorde experience booklet, 2 x
Concorde night time postcards, menu, gift ideas
booklet, 2 x Concorde British Airways glossy
brochures and an A4 size poster. Together
with a Salzburg Sheraton Hotel door sign, 2 x
Hotel Goldner Hirsh menu cards for Tuesday
September 20th 1988, a Salzburg YouthSymphony Orchestra programme and special
report by The Times newspaper to mark the
occasion of the 27th Paris Aero Show.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1311 3 vintage stamp albums containing British and
world stamps.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1312 A folder containing 130+ vintage and Victorian
birthday and greetings cards.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1313 5 albums of assorted British and foreign stamps
and first day covers. To include a quantity of
Royal Air Force commemorative covers and
covers relating to aeroplanes, ships and royalty.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1314 A collection of vintage cigarette cards. To
include 24 framed and glazed Carreras Ltd Film
Stars second series cards.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1315 A collection of 48 'naughty' and comical
postcards. To include: Bamforth, Constance
and Donald McGill.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1316 3 albums containing a collection of assorted
postcards, stamps and first day covers.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1317 A printed facsimile thankyou letter with original
hand typed envelope from Winston Churchill.
Letter and envelope are official 10, Downing
street stationery. The letter is address to J.W.
Stananought, Esq., and postmarked 13th May
1957. Letter reads " I thank you for your kind
message of congratulations which gave me
much pleasure." With signature Winston S.
Churchill.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1318 A vintage Stanley Gibbons "Strand" stamp
album containing British and world stamps.
Together with a vintage "The Illustrated
Postage Stamp Album" by G.F.Rapkin Ltd
containing world stamps and packets of loose
stamps.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1319 2 sets of vintage cased binoculars. Wide angle
12 x 50 by Hilkinson and a FLIGHT 9 X 35 BY
Wray, London.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1330 A vintage chrome figurine of a racehorse,
possibly a car mascot. Base has 2 screw holes.
Approx. 10.5cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1320 A vintage Eumig P80 Imperial projector.
Together with vintage accessories to include a
Prora Realmovi Lux editor; a Prescrip cine title
set and a set of LPL Co. Ltd 16/8mm splicers in
original box.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1331 A 1958 publication of "Rolls-Royce The Living
Legend." by Post Motor Books with burgundy
cover. With foreword by C.S.Shoup president of
the Rolls-Royce owners club, Inc. 1951-1953.
Black and white illustrations throughout. 1958
was the first year this book was a combined
print of the previous "The American Rolls" and
"The British Rolls". From the private collection
of a local battlefield historian and aviator.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1321 A Fujifilm Finepix S9500 digital camera with
28-300mm lens. Complete with branded neck
strap, small leather carry bag and instruction
manual.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1322 A Pentax Program A camera with SMC PentaxA 1:1.7 50mm lens and branded neck strap.
Together with a Vivitar Vivicam 8018 digital
camera with canvas pouch and instruction
book.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1332 A pair of cricket knee pads and red leather
cricket ball together with a figurine of a
batsman. Figurine approx. 35cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1333 A green Sundridge 3 sectional fishing rod
together with a unnamed 3 sectional vintage
fishing rod.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1323 A collection of vintage cameras. Comprising: A
Halina Paulette electric camera, a Konica
Konilette 35 camera, a Kodak 155x Instamatic
camera, a Kodak Instamatic 25 and a Practica
DC Slim 5 digital camera.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1334 A collection of 7 Norwich City football club
books. To include "The Canary Companion",
"12 Canary Greats" and "100 Great Football
Memories".
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1324 A collection of 10 children's stories' vinyl singles
& LPs. To include: Disney Robin Hood & Jungle
Book, Muppets and Winnie the Pooh.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1335 4 vintage table lighters to include onyx.
Together with a boxed "Champ" black and gold
tone gas pocket lighter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1325 A 1949 2 gallon Shell metal petrol can with cap.
Marked P F & S Ltd to base, some holes to
underside. Approx. 28cm tall.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *

1336 2 pairs of vintage wood and leather bellows with
stud detail.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1326 2 Shell oil cans painted yellow with red detail.
An oval shaped can with screw top brass lid
together with a large jug. Largest approx. 36cm
tall.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1327 2 painted cast iron, wall hanging motoring
plaques; Audi and Aston Martin. Longest
approx. 33.5cm long.
Estimate: £15 - 25 *

1328 A painted cast iron Porsche wall hanging
plaque, with fixing holes, in yellow, black and
red. Approx. 29.5cm x 22.5cm.
Estimate: £15 - 25 *

1337 5 vintage brown glass Bovril jars. Together with
a ceramic invalid cup, a glass eye bath, a
ceramic Escoffier of London eggcup and a
glass fluid ounces measure.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1338 A vintage "Player's Navy Cut" advertising
cigarette packing crate. Has delivery label dated
1960 to one end. Wooden frame with printed
heavy duty cardboard body. Approx. 65cm x
39cm x 39cm.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1339 A vintage pine box from "Richmond House,
Steam Laundry, Hackney". Approx. 24cm x
57cm x 35cm.
Estimate: £35 - 45 *

1329 A very large, heavy cast iron Michelin Man
figure, painted white. Approx. 56cm tall.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1340 A decorative Eastern style curve ended dagger
set with different coloured quartz and agate
stones. Approx. 27.5cm long.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1341 A brass sundial and compass in wooden box.
Box approx. 13.5cm x 14cm x 5.5cm when
closed.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1342 A carved bone miniature domino set with sliding
drawer compartment. Box is carved with Jester,
cards and dice detail. Approx. 3cm tall x 11cm
long.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *

1343 A pair of large Eastern Style heart shaped
lanterns, hanging or free standing. Glass panel
to each side, candle tray to interior and hinged
opening door to one side. Standing height
approx. 52cm tall.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1344 An ornamental black metal and chrome divers
helmet. Marked "US Navy Diving Helmet Mark
V, Morse Diving Equipment Co Inc.". With front
opening hinged door and glass panel detail.
Approx. 43cm tall.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *
1345 A figurine of a small fossilised crab sitting on a
pebble set in resin, possibly amber. Approx.
9cm tall.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1346 2 brass cased compasses. A square shaped
compass with mirrored interior to lid, marked
Kelvin & Hughes, London, 1917. Together with
a circular shaped compass with glass panelled
lid, marked T G Co Ltd, London, MKIII 1940.
Largest approx. 6cm diameter.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1347 A carved rock crystal ornament in the shape of
a skull. Approx. 10cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 100 *
1348 A large carved multi coloured resin skull figurine
decorated with Pagan style symbols. Approx.
14cm tall.
Estimate: £70 - 90 *
1349 A painted wooden Russian Icon mounted with
white metal. Approx. 13cm x 9cm.
Estimate: £80 - 100 *
1350 A vintage Masonic Ceremonial sword with
scabbard. Black wooden handle with helmet
shaped pommel. Decorative cross guard and
engraved detail to blade. Approx. 98cm long.
Estimate: £120 - 150 *

1351 2 wooden figurines of ducks wearing boots.
Tallest approx. 49.5cm tall.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1352 2 wooden Pepsi Cola, 2 handled crates with
metal banded corners. Each approx. 46cm x
29cm x 13cm.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *
1353 A vintage fibreglass insulated, painted metal
Cola cooler. Approx. 41cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 100 *

1354 2 sets of vintage weighing scales, one complete
with enamel bowl and set of 4 weights.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1355 A quantity of wooden boxes, bowls and
animals. To include oriental decorated vintage
jewellery box and brass inlaid trinket boxes.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1356 A white tailed deer skull and antlers. Total
width approx. 48.5cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1357 A curled sheep horn mounted on wood together
with a driftwood sculpture.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1358 A 1930's leaded glass door, painted red, with 2
matching leaded glass window panels. Door
complete with key. Window panels all depict a
floral/poppy design. Window panels approx
81cm x 47cm.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1359 2 large alabaster sectional pedestals. Both
need central support rods. Each pedestal
approx. 163cm tall.
Estimate: £250 - 300 *
1360 3 vintage penknives together with a fruit knife
with silver blade. Fruit knife hallmarked
Sheffield 1873, mother of pearl to handle a/f.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1361 A resin figure of two fighting eagles, on a dark
wooden base. Approx. 50cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1362 2 vintage wooden plinths displaying taxidermy
feet. One labelled "D.W. West Norfolk Hunt,
Watton, 2.2.1946". Largest approx. 20cm tall x
13.5cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1363 A vintage wooden cutlery box with 2 hinged lids
and floral transfer print detail. Approx. 40cm x
29cm x 18cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1364 A vintage pine slatted kitchen rack complete
with pulley wheels. Approx. 204cm long.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1365 A Cyprus Price & Co, Wolverhampton, safe with
brass plaque, patent lock and handle. Complete
with key. Approx. 66cm x 47cm x 45cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1366 A small Edwardian dressing table swing mirror,
on bun feet and with turned finials. Approx.
37cm tall x 28cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1367 A vintage dome topped wooden tea caddy with
inlaid detail to lid and box front. Interior has 2
sections with lift off lids. Approx. 13cm x 24cm x
12cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1368 A framed & glazed vintage woven silk panel
entitled "The Meet". Woven by Thomas
Stevens, Coventry & London. Frame size
approx. 18.5cm x 25.5cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1369 2 vintage hanging kitchen racks together with a
quantity of meat hooks. One with circular
shaped frame, the other triangular. Approx.
32cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1370 A vintage wooden writing box with brass shield
shaped cartouche to box lid and escutcheon.
Interior has red leather writing slope, ink bottles
and pen tray. Approx. 15cm x 24cm x 50cm.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1371 A collection of assorted vintage wooden items.
Comprising: wall hanging brush set, Letter rack,
desk stand and small metal handled tray.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1372 A small vintage suitcase containing a quantity of
assorted misc. items. To include: Salters
scales, Pokerwork hand mirror, button hooks,
coasters and pin badges.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1373 A collection of assorted resin ornaments. To
include: bronzed effect horse, Border Fine Arts
"Young James" and Leonardo Collection.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1374 A Chinese ceramic stick/umbrella stand
together with a selection of sticks.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1375 6 long handled fell/walking sticks. To include
horn handled and carved fox's head.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1376 A vintage freestanding, folding wooden sewing
box and contents.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1377 A vintage wooden banded travelling trunk
together with a fabric and leather military issue
suitcase.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1378 A framed & glazed sampler by Rose Watts, age
12, 12 March 1877. Frame size approx. 30cm
x 27cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1379 A quantity of assorted vintage linen. To include:
lace trimmed tablecloths, embroidered
tablecloths and boxed sets of napkins.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1380 A vintage wooden 2 handled tray together with
an oval, wooden framed mirror with bevel
edged glass. And a magazine rack with hunting
scene decoration. Tray approx. 61cm x 41cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1381 A framed and glazed fine silk embroidered
panel of a Georgian lady sitting beneath a tree.
In brown, cream and teal colourway. Re
mounted and framed in 1998. Embroidery size
approx. 20cm x 16cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1382 A small collection of vintage misc. items. To
include a small wooden carved pig charm
Stanhope, a book Stanhope craved from
natural agate (lens and picture missing), a fox
head stick pin and a stick pin decorated with
natural agate carved in shape of a leaf.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1383 Pencil & Watercolour Cartoon of the Cope Coat
of Arms by Thomas William Camm (attrib.)
With drinking horns and popinjays. 'Noli
Aemulari'.Marked 'Coppenhall'. Signed to front.
Together with typed order description. Approx.
101cm wide.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1384 Pencil & Watercolour Cartoon of Crest with belt,
shield and wheat, by T W Camm Studios
Marked 'North Transept'. Dated October 4th
1938. For St Mary's Church, Merivale,
Christchurch, New Zealand. Approx. 79.5cm
tall.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1385 Stained glass cartoon 'Arms of Wolverhampton'
by Florence Camm (attrib.) Pencil and
watercolour, for Staffordshire and
Wolverhampton Technical College:
Wolverhampton. Tear to left side. Approx.
93cm tall.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1386 Florence Camm Cartoon 'The Angels &
Archangels & all the Company of Heaven We
Laud' Pencil & Watercolour of Double design,
base/arch with angel to centre. Approx. 139cm
wide.
Estimate: £50 - 80 *
1387 A vintage pack of Gypsy Bijou fortune telling
cards by W. Foulsham & Co Ltd, London.
Together with a 1918 copy of "Fortune - Telling
by Cards" by Professor P.R.S. Foli.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1388 A vintage motorcycle/scooter helmet with
leather ear covers and buckle chin strap. With
winged helmet transfer to back, hand painted
ace of diamonds to front and 309 and RCE to
sides .
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1389 A decorative magnifying glass with shell detail
to handle.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1393 A box of mixed ceramics and glassware. To
include Woods Burslem sandwich tray and 5
small plates in "Machau" design, a blue and
white lidded gravy/sauce tureen with saucer
and ladle and a silver plate and glass coffee
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1394 3 vintage handmade fretwork wooden photo
frames. One In Memorium of Walter S Whiting,
Minister of Fakenham Congretional Church who
died during WWI.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1395 A professional table drawing board. Approx.
H66 x W92cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1396 A vintage glass cased taxidermy of a long
eared owl.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

1397 A large antique leather bound "The Universal
Family Bible" Southampton: E.A. Hancock,
Portswood. With explanatory notes and
references from Henry, Brown, Scott, Kitto
Clarke & Co. Engravings and maps throughout,
many of these have been hand coloured.
Approx. 38cm x 30cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1398 A small collection of vintage and modern
cosmetic items. Comprising: 3 glass perfume
bottles to include 20ml Vivienne Westwood
Paris, evening bag, Kigu compact and a
Stratton's folding lipstick holder with mirror.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1390 A vintage wooden framed drinks globe trolley.
With bottle holders to under shelf and to interior
of globe, with lift up, hinged lid.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1399 A box of assorted misc. items. To include:
boxed Ltd Ed Coronation Anniversary desk set,
leather cased card and gaming counter case,
leather cigar case, pigskin cased men's vanity
set and a set of miniature leather bound
dictionaries.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1391 A Country Artists hand painted figurine "Cat
Pawing - Ginger Tabby" 03044. Approx.
24.5cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1400 A bronze effect resin figurine of a huntsman
and his hounds. By Heredities Ltd, Kirkby
Stephen. Approx. 22cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1392 A vintage wicker picnic basket containing a
floral picnic set. Contents comprise: 4 each of
plates, knives, forks, spoons, glasses and
plastic cups, 2 square lunch boxes 2 round
lidded plastic containers, salt and pepper and a
table cloth.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1401 A collection of assorted misc. items. To include:
Matthew Norman brass cased carriage clock,
agate globe, compass, lighter and medals.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1402 A small wooden 6 drawer chest together with 2
turned wood, lidded pots. One in the shape of
an apple and the other in polished Iron Wood.
Chest approx. 18cm tall x 23cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1403 Two vintage evening bags. Together with 3
pairs of vintage gloves. One in gold tone metal
with Greek key design to clasp; the other
beaded in a floral pattern with two lengths of
chain.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1414 A Texier brown leather briefcase. With brass
clasps; three internal compartments; one
zipped external compartment to rear and
clasped document wallet to front. Approx. H30 x
W44 x D14cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1404 A small wooden sarcophagus shaped tea caddy
together with a wooden box. Tea caddy has
internal lids & inscription in lid dated 1920.
Wooden box with plain brass cartouche on lid,
marked S Maw Son & Thompson, London
inside.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1415 Two modern wooden framed, glass fronted
display cases. One octagonal for wall-hanging,
the other rectangular with loose mirror to base.
Octagonal approx. 32cm dia.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1405 A bronzed resin ornament of John Wayne
dressed as a cowboy, by Veronese.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1406 A bronzed resin ornament of two greyhounds
running.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1407 A bronzed resin horse & foal ornament
incorporating a quartz clock in the pedestal.
Estimate: £15 - 20 *
1408 A large resin ornament of 'Sitting Bull' by The
Leonardo Collection 2004.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1409 A bronzed resin quartz clock by Juliana
depicting a young woman on the Rue de Rivoli.
Estimate: £102 - 20 *
1410 2 vintage wooden Art Nouveau style photo
frames, both with floral decoration. Together
with a framed and glazed print of a lady in
period dress. Largest picture frame size approx.
35cm x 27cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1411 A vintage candlestick table lighter by Candlelite.
Marked to underside of handle "Reg. Des
801829 Foreign".
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1412 A small collection of vintage items. Comprising
a wooden McCabe cutting rule, a novelty
drunken man bottle stopper, a painted wooden
triangular vase/pot, a treen barrel containing
vintage shirt studs and buttons and a Bryant &
May's "Harlequin" matches tub with original
matches.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1413 A blue wicker shopping basket together with a
child's wicker shopping basket.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1416 A tray of small vintage tools, mostly wooden
handled. To include pallet trowels, cutters and
screwdrivers.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1417 A tray of vintage tools to include gauges,
chisels and an anti spark hammer.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *

1418 A vintage Eltex galvanised metal chicken/bird
drinker. Together with a 2 gallon galvanised
metal watering can. Drinker approx. 45cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1419 An original 1950's "Aladdin Pink" paraffin can.
Total height including carry handle approx.
36cm.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1420 2 small vintage galvanised watering cans.
Estimate: £25 - 35 *

1421 A vintage American "Planet Junior No 4" push
seed drill. Wooden handles with cast iron
wheels. Approx. 154 cm length.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1422 6 vintage galvanised potato riddler mesh
frames in varying sizes.
Estimate: £25 - 35 *

1423 A vintage wooden sack barrow with rubber
rimmed cast iron wheels. Total height approx.
100cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1424 2 vintage galvanised metal, shaped hay racks.
Approx. 72cm x 92cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1425 2 vintage rectangular shaped galvanised metal
hay racks. Approx. 55cm x 80cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1426 A vintage galvanised metal wheelbarrow with
cast iron wheel and rubber grips to handles.
Approx. 48cm tall.
Estimate: £25 - 35 *

1438 A framed and glazed watercolour "Harpoon
Smith" by J P Smith. Depicting a blacksmith at
work. Frame size approx. 65.5 x 53cm.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *

1427 A cast iron ornamental garden pump. Approx.
51cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1439 A vintage oak framed signed print of children
playing with a dog . Framed and glazed with gilt
mount. Frame size approx. 58cm x 71cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1428 A large galvanised curve ended bath. Approx.
133cm long.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1429 A large galvanised feed bin with lift up lid.
Approx. 86cm x 53cm x 52cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1430 A large square ended galvanised bath/water
butt. Approx. 41cm x 48cm x 95cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1431 A box of assorted terracotta plant pots of
various sizes.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1432 3 terracotta plant pots together with a small
strawberry pot. Largest approx. 32cm tall x
42cm diameter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1433 3 large terracotta plant pots. Largest approx.
37cm tall x 41cm diameter.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1434 A box of 12 pairs of ladies vintage synthetic
gloves in varying colours.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1435 A Breitling "Instruments For Professionals"
beige canvas sleeveless utility jacket by clique.
1940's pin up girl design and wording to back.
Zip and popper fastening to front multiple
pockets to front, large rear pocket. Size XL.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1436 2 vintage 1960's heavily beaded handmade
shift dresses. A green dupion silk sleeveless
dress with green and clear glass beads, faux
pearl beads and leaf shaped sequins. Together
with a pink and gold paisley design sleeveless
dress with blue, gold and teal glass beads and
faux pearl beads to neck area. Chest size
approx. 40 inches.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1437 2 vintage cotton christening gowns both with
embroidery detail. Together with a box of
vintage lace dressmaking pieces.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1440 A small framed coloured etching "Daughter of
the Republic" by G. Baxter. Lower right marked
"Published July 19th 1856, G Baxter, Proprietor
and Patentee" Frame size approx. 28cm x
21cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1441 A large framed and glazed print entitled
"Sunday Morning" by Leesa Sandys
Lumsdaine. Frame size approx. 58cm x
74.5cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1442 Two vintage framed photographs. Depicting a
family group and a military scene labelled 11
Mai 1945.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1443 A collection of 6 framed scenes from nature to
include watercolour and oil on canvas. Largest
approx 45cm x 55cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1444 A collection of 5 framed rural scenes and 1
historical evening scene. To include
watercolour and oil on canvas. Largest approx.
50cm x 64cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1445 A framed oil on board, entitled "Berney Arms
Inn" signed T.Tate. Approx. 34cm x 43 cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1446 Three framed Lowry prints entitled "A Fight", "A
Quarrel" and "Four People". Approx. 41cm x
34cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1447 A framed watercolour of a Norfolk scene
entitled "Thurne Mill: Late Summer Evening."
Approx. 43cm x 53 cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1448 A large framed & glazed print entitled "Saturday
Night" by Leesa Sandys Lumsdaine. Approx.
58cm x 74cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1449 An oval framed watercolour by Ann Seward
entitled "Waaf". Frame size approx. 34cm x
27cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1460 Krys Leach - coloured drawing in pencil and
acrylic, on paper of a reclining nude. Picture is
mounted. Picture size approx. 25.5cm x 42cm.
Estimate: £30 - 40 *

1450 8 vintage framed and glazed prints of hunting
scenes. Largest approx. 32cm x 38cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1461 A framed modern abstract artwork entitled
"Composition". In terracotta & blue tones,
signed Speltz. Approx. 54 x56cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1451 3 antique framed and glazed hunting prints.
Largest approx. 36cm x 48cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1452 K. Page - Pencil sketch of a horses head,
signed and dated 1895. Framed and glazed.
Frame size approx. 62cm x 52cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1453 Luke Sykes - original watercolour of a hunting
scene, signed and dated 1985. Together with a
Luke Sykes print of Shire horses, signed in
pencil to margin. Largest frame size approx.
32cm x 37.5cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1454 A gilt framed oleograph on canvas depicting a
gamekeeper and his dogs. Frame size approx.
52.5cm x 43.5cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1455 A pair of Basil Nightingale prints entitled
"Crime" and "Retribution". Taken from the
originals dated 1913. Frame sizes approx.
41cm x 53cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1456 4 vintage framed and glazed prints of
foxhounds. Largest approx. 40cm x 48cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1457 A pair of gilt framed J. E. Hennah prints; A
Moorland Stream & A Moorland Afterglow.
Together with 2 embroidered Cash's pictures;
Red Fox and Badger. Largest approx. 22cm x
33cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1458 Krys Leach - mounted oil on canvas board of a
nude. Titled "21st Century Tinkerbell". Date, title
and signature on reverse. Painting size approx.
33cm x 33cm.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1459 Krys Leach - framed oil on canvas board of a
nude with voile curtain. Titled "Light Curtain".
Date, title and signaure on reverse. Painting
size approx. 45cm x 29.5cm.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *

1462 Three vintage framed tapestries. Together with
one unframed. Depicting The Flying Scotsman;
a peacock, flowers and a nature scene. Largest
approx. 76cm x 64cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1463 Three mounted & framed photo prints of
London street scenes between 1890 & 1910.
Comprising two of Piccadilly Circus and one of
Covent Garden. Largest approx. 58cm x 48cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1464 4 framed, coloured hunting & racing scene
prints to include a Ltd edition signed print by
John King. Largest approx. 66cm x 51cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1465 4 framed, black & white prints of famous
racehorses. By Forres of Piccadilly dated 1904
and 1911. To include 'Beeswax & her Foal';
'Cloister' & 'Dean Swift'. Largest approx. 62cm x
52cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1466 A matching set of 3 framed, coloured engraved
prints. Depicting coastal sailing vessels and
harbour scenes by Henry G Walker
(1876-1932). Approx. 48cm x 38cm.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *
1467 4 framed oil on board paintings. 2 depicting
flowers and 2 depicting rural scenes. By
different artists, all signed.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1468 A framed and glazed watercolour of Eilean
Donan Castle. Signed to bottom right EWP
(Puckert) 26/11/1935. Frame size approx. 44½
x 54cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1469 2 late 19th century etchings framed in matching
gilt frames and glazed. "A Middlesex Lane" by
Fred Slocombe together with "An Old English
Mill" by Birket Foster. Largest frame size
approx. 50cm x 38.5cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1470 John W. Simm signed watercolour, signed to
lower left and dated 1993 verso. Framed &
glazed. Frame size approx. 58.5cm x 48cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1471 A gilt-framed oil on canvas depicting a 17th
century scene of fighting. Approx. 59cm x
51cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1472 Two matching framed watercolours of Loch Tay
signed W M Russell. Approx. 38cm x 48cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1473 A watercolour signed Rev W Dickie D.D entitled
"Old House on the Knock at Crieff". Approx.
45cm x 36cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1474 A large original 'Anglepoise' lamp with black
frame and base and white metal shade.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *
1475 A tiffany style table lamp with leaded glass
shade and lamp base. Dragonfly detail to shade
and base. Approx. 58cm tall.
Estimate: £90 - 120 *
1476 A pair of heavily beaded acorn shaped
chandelier style lamp shades with floral swag
detail. Approx. 50cm tall.
Estimate: £100 - 150 *
1477 A pair of heavily beaded hanging chandelier
style lampshades. With brass detail depicting
classical faces. Approx. 77cm tall x 44cm wide.
Estimate: £200 - 250 *

1478 A vintage brass oil lamp with opaque glass
shade. Approx. 60cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1479 An antique brass Veritas floor standing oil lamp
complete with white glass shade.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1480 2 vintage matching dark wood dining chairs with
red velvet upholstered seats. With square legs
and support strut.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1481 A carved Indian Sheesham wood folding side
table. Leaf carving to both base and top, inlaid
brass leaf detail to top. Total height approx.
62cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1482 A Victorian dark oak barley twist drop leaf
dining table with piecrust edge and gate leg
opening. Approx. 74cm tall x 104cm long x
51.5cm deep in folded position.
Estimate: £50 - 70 *
1483 A large modern gilt framed over mantle mirror
with bevel edged glass and shaped top.
Approx. 105cm wide x 75cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1484 A set of 4 vintage pine slat back kitchen chairs,
painted purple.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1485 A heavy, large wooden framed mirror in the
shaped of a curve topped door. Frame painted
white, with 2 front opening doors and metal
handles. Approx. 146cm tall x 75cm wide.
Estimate: £60 - 80 *
1486 A vintage clear Lucite framed arm chair with
green velvet upholstered seat.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1487 A very large, heavy gilt framed mirror with bevel
edged glass and decorative detail to frame.
Approx. 88cm x 120c.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *

1488 A wooden 2 handled champagne butlers tray.
With branded detail to each side, metal banded
corners and champagne bottle detail to tray
interior. Tray size approx. 45cm x 65cm x
11.5cm. Approx. height on stand 78.5cm tall.
Estimate: £80 - 120 *
1489 A handmade circular driftwood mirror with
seaglass, branch and beach hut decoration.
Total diameter approx. 54cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1490 A handmade driftwood mirror with two small
shelves and branch decoration. Approx. 85cm
tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1491 2 handmade rustic mirrors. A small circular
mirror mounted on wooden boards, together
with a square mirror mounted on wooden
boards with rope decoration and small shelf.
Largest mirror approx. 54cm x 61.5cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1492 A vintage mahogany drop leaf occasional table
raised on square tapered legs. With side draw.
Approx. 72cm tall x 61.5cm wide.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1493 A modern mahogany coloured wall hanging
shelf with carved detail to top. 3 shelves with
plate grooves. Approx. 113cm tall x 65cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1504 A small dark wood single door, single drawer
pot cupboard on tapered legs. Approx. 77cm
tall x 33.5cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1494 A vintage pine tool chest with metal banded
bottom corners and interior tool shelf. Approx.
31cm x 90cm x 37cm.
Estimate: £25 - 40 *

1505 A vintage oak 4 door, 2 sectional cupboard on
cupboard. Top section has 3 interior shelves,
base has 2 interior drawers and a shelf.
Complete with key. Total height approx. 213cm
x 110cm wide.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

1495 3 vintage basket weave items to include Lloyd
Loom style. Comprising: a 4 shelf cane corner
shelf, a small lidded linen basket, painted white
and a glass topped bedside cabinet painted
gold. Tallest item approx. 102cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1496 A Ziegler pattern rug; beige background with
red and gold colouration. Tasselled ends.
Approx. 190cm x 140cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1497 A Keshan pattern rug; beige background with
red, blue and gold colouration. Tasselled ends.
Approx. 230cm x 160cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1498 A Heriz pattern rug; red background with blue,
beige and gold colouration. Tasselled ends.
Approx. 230cm x 160cm.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1499 A large Victorian 6 drawer mahogany chest of
drawers with bun feet. Mother of pearl insets to
knob handles and escutcheons. Approx.
132.5cm T x 120cm W x 57cm D.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

1500 An antique, oak glass fronted 2 sectional
bookcase with double cupboard to base. Top
section has 4 interior moveable shelves and
complete with key. 2 door lockable cupboard
base with interior shelf. Approx. 225cm tall x
122cm wide.
Estimate: £50 - 80 *
1501 A Victorian heavy oak, 2 over 4 chest of
drawers with original drop down handles.
Approx. 108cm tall x 113cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1502 A Victorian mahogany 2 over 3 chest of
drawers with brass drop down handles.
Approx. 105.5cm tall x 98cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1503 A vintage heavy oak 2 door double wardrobe
with mirrored doors. Shelf, hanging rail and
hooks to interior on each side. Approx. 192cm
tall x 123cm wide.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1506 A Victorian 2 over 3 chest of drawers with
wooden knob handles. Approx. 107cm tall x
106cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1507 A vintage dark oak 2 door cupboard with interior
shelving. Approx. 100cm tall x 91cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1508 A Victorian mahogany, glass fronted bookcase
on chest. Top section has 3 interior adjustable
shelves. Base is 2 over 3 chest with brass drop
down handles. Total height approx. 216cm x
96cm wide.
Estimate: £50 - 80 *
1509 A Victorian 3 door cupboard/bookcase top
section with carved detail to front and glass
doors. Approx. 125cm tall x 129cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1510 An antique mahogany single door wardrobe
with 2 drawer base. Cupboard interior has
hanging rail and hooks. Approx. 202cm tall x
128cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1511 An antique dark oak corner cupboard. 3 interior
shelves with curved fronts. Approx. 111.5cm
tall x 84cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1512 A vintage dark wood stool with splayed legs.
Approx. 47cm tall x 87cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1513 A vintage dark oak 2 door bookcase with
adjustable shelf to top. Approx. 107cm tall x
94cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1514 A vintage medium oak 2 door glass fronted
bookcase together with a 2 door cupboard with
panel detail . Bookcase has 2 interior adjustable
shelves. Total height approx. 188cm x 121cm
wide.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1515 A Victorian library chair with turned leg and
spindles and channelled detail to arms and
back.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1516 A vintage dark oak 3 drawer cabinet raised on
square legs, with brass drop down handles.
Approx. 71cm tall x 74cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1517 A vintage medium oak torchère with quatrefoil
shaped base and turned pedestal. Approx.
137cm tall.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1518 A small dark oak, barley twist, drop leaf table
with gate leg opening. Approx. 72cm tall x
76cm wide in closed position.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1519 A vintage dark oak 2 door cupboard with interior
shelves. Approx. 84cm tall x 94cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1520 A vintage dark wood 2 door, 2 drawer sideboard
with drop down handles. Approx. 81cm tall x
137cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1521 A modern honey pine double bed frame with
turned spindles to head and foot board.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1522 A vintage pine marble topped kitchen island
with double sided cupboard and drawer. Interior
has marble topped shelf. Approx. 89cmT x
120cmW x 61cm D.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1523 A vintage 2 handled, metal banded, travelling
trunk. Approx. 42cm tall x 86cm long.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1524 A vintage 2 handled pine box, painted white,
with interior candle box. Approx. 44cm tall x
144cm long.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1525 A Victorian mahogany storage chest with lift up
sectional lid and interior pull out shelf. Approx.
32.5cm x 50.5cm x 30cm.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1526 A set of 6 dark wood wheel back chairs with
cabriole style front legs and shaped seats. 2
carvers and 4 chairs.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *

1527 An antique rosewood chair with ball and claw
feet.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1528 A vintage dark wood lidded chest with panel
detail and carved decoration to front. Approx.
53cm tall x 119cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1529 An antique oak lidded chest with carved detail
to front and interior candle box. Approx. 65cm
tall x 121cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 30 *

1530 A heavy, dark oak, vintage nest of 3 tables with
turned legs. Largest approx. 47cm tall x 55cm
wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1531 A Victorian mahogany bedside cabinet with
inlaid detail to top and front. Open fronted
compartment and cupboard with interior shelf.
Approx. 92cm tall x 43cm wide.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1532 An antique wind out dining table raised on
cabriole style legs with ball and claw feet.
Complete with handle and 2 additional leaves.
Approx. 72cm tall and 12cm x 104cm in
smallest position.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1533 A Georgian rosewood drop leaf occasional
table, with gate leg opening, on pad feet.
Approx. 68cm tall x 91cm wide.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *

1534 A Vintage wooden double bed frame with
decorative inlaid detail to head and foot boards.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1535 A vintage media centre with drawer detail to
front and polished lid with stringing detail.
Approx. H73xW48xD45cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1536 A collection of 3 modern mirrors with stained
pine frames. Tallest approx. 132cm x 40cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1537 A collection of 3 modern framed mirrors. One
with faux wood, green and gold tone frame with
bevelled edge and one stained blue with four
mirror tiles. Largest approx. 85 x 60cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

*All sales are subject to an additional Buyers Premium Fee on top of the final Hammer Price of: 24.00% (VAT Included).
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1538 A collection of 4 vintage mirrors. Comprising: 2
oval mirrors, one with a bevelled edge &
intricately carved frame; a round framed mirror;
a vintage dark wood framed mirror and a
vintage mirror with no frame and a scalloped
edge. Largest approx. 38x68cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1539 A square shaped early C20th bamboo table
with decoupage top and lower shelf. Together
with a decorative Art Nouveau style ceramic
washbowl. Approx. H68cm x W52cm x D52cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1540 A circular honey-pine pedestal dining table
together with 3 farmhouse kitchen chairs.
Approx. 88cm dia.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1541 A matching pair of vintage upholstered
footstools in green velour with pine bun feet.
Approx. H38 x W49 x D30cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1542 A collection of 7 wall mirrors. Comprising: 2 in
swept gilt frames; a large round leather-clad
mirror; a hexagonal mirror with a decorative
repoussé brass surround and 2 large mirrors.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1549 A G Plan draw leaf dining table with 4 matching
chairs. Oval topped table with central leaf.
Chairs have curved stretcher detail to backs
and green velvet upholstery.
Estimate: £30 - 50 *
1550 A vintage dark wood 5 shelf corner wotnot with
turned columns and finial detail. Approx.
152cm tall x 53cm wide.
Estimate: £15 - 30 *
1551 A modern pine desk with curved upper shelf
and 3 small drawers. Lower pedestal has single
drawer and single door cupboard with interior
shelf. Raised on bun style feet. Approx. 106cm
tall x 114cm wide.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *
1552 A large dark wood 2 sectional Grangemoor
dresser with leaded glass doors. Base has 2
doors and 2 drawers. Top section has open
shelves and small cupboard doors with leaded
glass. Approx. 178cm tall x 125cm wide.
Estimate: £40 - 60 *
1553 A large wooden chest with painted flower
decoration to lid and front. Approx. H40 x W60
x D42cm.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *

1543 A vintage octagonal bamboo occasional table
with extending side shelves. Approx. 76cm tall.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1544 A modern rectangular wall hanging gilt framed
mirror. With decorative detail to frame and
bevel edged glass. Approx. 118cm T x 41cm
W.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1545 A large modern design Sofitallia armchair in tan
leather with wooden feet. Approx. H90cm x
W100cm x D108cm.
Estimate: £20 - 40 *

1546 2 modern cabinets in white finish. A 2 door
cupboard with gloss finish together with a 3
drawer bedside cabinet. Largest approx. 74cm
tall x 60cm wide.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1547 3 modern mahogany coloured dining chairs
together with a vintage wooden laundry box.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
1548 A vintage dark wood, spindle backed rocking
chair. With turned detail to legs and front
stretcher.
Estimate: £10 - 20 *
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